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Introduction

This document provides background information on the 3D
data collection for the Murtoa Stick Shed, located in Murtoa, Victoria, Australia. The Murtoa Stick Shed (Figure 1)
is a heritage building constructed in 1941 to store wheat.
The data in this collection were acquired by Robert Zlot
and Paulo Borges on 11–12 February 2015. All the data
have been collected and registered using the Zebedee 3D
Mapping System, a mobile handheld laser scanning system
that can map an environment as the operator walks through
it [3]. The data collection includes point cloud maps, the
3D trajectory the laser scanner followed during acquisition,
as well as raw data log files.
This document is not intended to provide comprehensive
background information on the Stick Shed. There are many
other sources for detailed information about the history, architecture, and significance of the site. The purpose of this
summary is to describe which areas of the building have
been included in the survey, the contents, format, and organization of the data files; and some ways in which the data
could be used.
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The Murtoa Stick Shed

The Murtoa Stick Shed (officially known as the Marmalake/Murtoa Grain Store) was built during WWII as
temporary storage facility for wheat. It is listed on the Victoria Heritage Register as VHR number H0791. The building has a rectangular concrete-slab base (approximately
265 m × 60 m in the interior) with a gable-style roof about
19 m in height (Figure 1a). Throughout the interior is a
grid of vertical wooden support posts (560 in total), spaced
about 5.5 m apart along the direction of the shorter dimension of the building, and about 4.5 m apart along the longer
dimension (Figure 1b). The roof, which is made of corrugated iron, is sloped at the same angle at which wheat
grain naturally forms piles. The building’s storage capacity
is estimated at 3.4 million bushels (about 100,000 tons) of
wheat.
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Acquisition Technology

Data were acquired with the Zebedee 3D Mapping System [3]. Zebedee is a handheld laser scanning system that
consists of a lightweight laser scanner mounted on a spring,
connected to a handle (Figure 2). The system can generate a 3D point cloud map based on measurements acquired
while an operator holding the device walks through an environment. The laser on Zebedee is a Hokuyo UTM-30LX-F,
which scans in a single plane; the spring allows the sensor head to rotate, thereby increasing the laser’s 2D field
of view to cover a wide area in 3D. Much of the spring’s
non-deterministic rotation is induced from the existing motion of the operator walking. The Hokuyo laser has a 270◦
field of view, and scans at 100 Hz capturing as many as
41 600 range measurements per second. The field of view
perpendicular to the nominal scan plane (amplitude of the
spring motion), tends to be between 150–180◦ . The maximum range of the Hokuyo is effectively around 15–17 m in
most settings (the maximum range depends on surface reflectivity and ambient light). An industrial-grade MEMSbased inertial measurement system (IMU), a MicroStrain
3DM-GX3, is mounted beneath the laser scanner. The IMU
provides three-axis rotational rate, linear acceleration, and
magnetometer readings with a 100 Hz update rate. The system also includes a small netbook laptop for recording the
data, and a lithium-ion battery that provides several hours
of power to the sensors. The setup is illustrated in Figure 2.
To convert the raw measurements to consistent and accurate maps, data from the Zebedee system is processed using
custom-developed software [3, 5]. The software estimates
the trajectory (position and orientation at all times) of the
laser scanner based on the laser and inertial measurements
(and in particular does not depend on any external positioning systems such as GPS). The solution is, at a high-level,
based on the concept that as the scanner is moved through
the environment, static surfaces in the local view appear
to move. By continually tracking this apparent ‘motion’,
the scanner trajectory can be inferred. In general, estimating both a sensor platform’s motion and a map based on the
sensors’ measurements of the environment is a well-studied

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Recent photographs of the Murtoa Stick Shed. (a) Exterior view (courtesy Heritage Victoria). (b) Interior view.

problem in the field of Robotics called Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM). The continuous-time solution developed for processing Zebedee data is unique in
that it is able to accurately correct for significant distortions
initially present in the raw measurements that arise from the
continuous, highly non-deterministic motion of the sensors
during acquisition. The Zebedee system software can also
automatically merge overlapping datasets together into a
common coordinate frame [2, 7]. This capability allows
partial scans of a site to be acquired by multiple operators
simultaneously, or by one or more operators at different
times.
For more details about the Zebedee 3D Mapping System,
please see the relevant technical papers [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7].
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Figure 3: View of the stick shed interior from one of the Zebedee
point cloud maps, taken from a similar perspective to the photograph in Figure 1b.

Data Contents

The data files included with this collection consist of raw
and processed data. The raw data is included for archival
and specialty processing purposes, and is likely not required for most general users. The processed data are 3D
point clouds and trajectory files provided in several formats. Figure 3 shows a view from one of the 3D point
cloud maps of the stick shed interior.
We define a dataset to be the data produced from an individual event in which the Zebedee system continuously
logs measurements from the time the device is picked up
until it is placed down (in between the operator moves
around the environment with the device in hand). Each
dataset has a unique name, and all files produced from
that dataset start with that name as a prefix. This overall data collection consists of seven datasets, which are
listed in Table 1. There is significant overlap between the
datasets, and all areas are covered multiple times with the
exception of the corridor that runs along the northwest-

facing wall (for which most areas are covered only in
ssr02 stickshed sidetunnel).
4.1

Processed Data

Processed data are provided in three file formats. Point
clouds are provided in .laz and .ply format, and trajectories in .txt and .ply format. The .laz files implement a compressed version of the ASPRS LAS 1.2 standard. The .ply files use the binary version of Polygon File
Format (also known as Stanford Triangle Format). Several
variations of these files are included that differ in terms of
data properties, downsampling, and colormap.
Point Clouds
The .laz files contain all of the available points, and include a timestamp for each measurement. The timestamp
allows one to retrieve the corresponding trajectory informa-

(a) Zebedee handheld device

(b) Zebedee system

Figure 2: Components of the Zebedee system. (a) Handheld portion of the Zebedee system which contains the sensors (Hokuyo UTM30LX-F laser scanner and MicroStrain 3DM-GX3 IMU) mounted on a spring. The length of the device is approximately 38 cm, and
the mass is 650 g. (b) The other system components include a 77 Wh lithium-ion battery (back left) supplying over 6 hours of power to
the sensors, and the data acquisition laptop (back right), used for recording the data to file. These components typically are carried in a
backpack, and a mobile device can be used to wirelessly interface with the acquisition computer.
Table 1: Dataset names, descriptions, and sizes (duration of data acquisition and number of points rounded to the nearest million). Each
dataset name is abbreviated for space by replacing stickshed with ....

Dataset name
ssr01...overview
ssp01...inside
ssr02...sidetunnel
ssr12...perimeter
ssp12...insideback
ssp13...insideoverall
ssp14...insidefront
Total

Description
Overview covering most of the interior
Focus on front (northwestern) half
Focus on corridor along the northern wall
Rectangular walk following dominant aisles
Focus on back (southeastern) half
Overview covering most of the interior
Focus on front (northwestern) half

tion to determine from which position and orientation each
measurement was made.
The .ply files are downsampled versions of the point
cloud and do not contain any timestamp information. Filenames ending with 3cm shape.ply indicate that the included data has been downsampled to 3 cm density, surface
normals are included for each point, and the points are colored according to local shape (approximately planar areas
appear pink, linear features appear purple, and rough/bushy
features green). Files with internal shaded use an
ambient occlusion shading algorithm to color the points,
highlighting geometric features. Filenames ending with
9pct timecolored.ply have been downsampled to
9% of the original points (time-based subsampling), and
are colored according to measurement time (blue at the start
transitioning to red at the end).
Trajectories
Trajectories are provided in ASCII text format, where each
line includes the time, position, and orientation of the laser

Duration [mins]
86.4
69.3
67.5
23.2
49.9
42.2
12.2
5.85hrs

Millions of points
131
119
115
36
88
72
21
582

scanner at a 100 Hz sampling rate. The first line of the trajectory file is a comment starting with ‘%’ that indicates
the format. Each subsequent line contains the time, followed by the x, y, z position of the scanner (in meters), and
finally a quaternion to represent the 3D orientation. The
text file version of the trajectory is useful for identifying
the position of the scanner at a time when a measurement
(in the .laz file) was acquired.
The trajectory is also provided as a .ply file (ending with
traj2.ply) that is colored by time (blue at the start to
red at the end). The timestamp of each sample is not explicitly specified in this file.
4.1.1

Additional Files

A highly downsampled point cloud of the full data
collection is also included as a file ending with
merge lowres.ply. Here each dataset is downsampled to 40 cm resolution and colored such that each dataset
is distinctly colored. This file is useful for visualizing the
full site with a reduced memory footprint.

4.1.2

Acknowledgements

Viewing the Data

As the point clouds and trajectories are provided in standard file formats, many freely available and commercial
software packages can be used to visualize, edit, and produce derivative results. As the datasets are all registered
into a common frame, it is possible to open files from multiple datasets simultaneously in a viewer. Some freelyavailable options for visualizing and editing the data are
CloudCompare1 and Meshlab2 .
4.2

Raw Data

References

Raw data is provided as .bag files (v2.0), which are
the native log file format for the Robot Operating System
(ROS) [4]. The .bag files contain timestamped laser and
inertial measurements in standard ROS message formats
(sensor msgs/LaserScan and sensor msgs/Imu
for the main sensors), and have had no processing (registration, etc) applied. Magnetometer data has been stored in
the orientation covariance field of the Imu messages. Distance measurements are in meters, and angular
measurements in radians. Although the raw measurements
may not be particularly useful for the general user, they are
available for users developing specialized processing algorithms that require access to the raw values and scan pattern, or for researchers investigating their own localization
and mapping algorithms.
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Applications

This data collection may be useful for multiple purposes,
including:
• Heritage applications:
restoration

architecture; conservation;

• Robotics / remote sensing research: development of
SLAM, place recognition algorithms
• Building modeling: point cloud to CAD; segmentation; classification; semantic labeling.
Of particular interest in the algorithm development side,
this data collection provides a challenging environment for
place recognition as there is significant repeated structure
which can lead to perceptual aliasing.
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Attribution

This dataset should be used in accordance with the terms
specified on the CSIRO Data Access Portal. Please cite
this dataset according to the details provided.
1
2

The datasets were obtained through a partnership between
CSIRO and Heritage Victoria (Department of Environment,
Land, Water & Planning), Melbourne, Victoria (Australia).
The Royal Exhibition Building is protected by the Heritage
Act 1995 (Victoria) through being listed on the Victorian
Heritage Register. The Zebedee system was created and
developed at CSIRO by Michael Bosse and Robert Zlot.
Paul Flick designed and assembled the hardware.

http://www.danielgm.net/cc
http://meshlab.sourceforge.net
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